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(REPUBLICAN)

Fret for a few moments over how to keep the kids supplied with
Sugar Plums when 47 cents of every dollar you have winds up
supporting bloated government. Between Sugar Plum stuffings
3
make sure the kids understand the real meaning of CHRISTmas.
Contemplate Peace on Earth and Good Will toward All, even
Democrats.

(DEMOCRAT)

ELECTIONS
FOR CHRISTMAS
ACTIVITIES
(If you can keep
track of multiple
Bingo cards at one
time, don’t whine
later about not
understanding
how to work this
ballot.)

Fret over the idea that somewhere a child MAY not get their fair
share of Sugar Plums. Since people greedily keep 53 cents of
every dollar from government, everyone can well afford to
“contribute” more to fund the creation of the Department of
Sugar Plums employing Sugar Plum Agents, Sugar Plum
Inspectors, Sugar Plum Administrators, Sugar Plum Clerks, ...
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(WRITE-IN CANDIDATE)

Contrary to public opinion that guy in the red suit has not been
named Dictator of Christmas for Life. That green guy at the top
of Mount Crumpit is also not an authority on the true meaning
of Christmas.
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Basically do what the Democrats do. Now that the Boy Scouts
are taken care of remember to call the ACLU and have them
sue the local Girl Scout troop for singing religion-themed
Christmas carols on public school property.

(CONSTITUTION)
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(GREEN)

Basically do what the Democrats do. Hold a press conference
castigating the American people for the deforestation of
Wisconsin caused by the tradition of having a real Christmas
tree. Drive home in your gas-guzzling SUV to enjoy Christmas
in front of a tree manufactured from refined petroleum products
and lit by power from a nuclear reactor.

(SOCIALIST)
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(LIBERTARIAN)

Basically do what the Republicans do. However, some parts of
the Sugar Plum exchange with adult members of your family
may be modified to involve products from Kimber, Glock,
Bushmaster, Beretta, Ruger, Tasco, Hogue, Bianchi ... If
dinner does not include reindeer, it will include the explanation
about how it doesn’t taste much like chicken.

(REFORM)

Basically do what the Republicans do, but are too embarrassed
to admit it. Hold a press conference complaining the liberal
media establishment reports only the Republican and
Democrat proposals for Sugar Plum reform. Nobody attends.

If the member of this Party is located (last seen in 1976) please
have them contact the Supervisor of Elections to record the
Party’s Christmas Policy for publication.

(WORKER’S WORLD)

Basically do what the Democrats do. Organize a boycott of toy
stores to protest Santa’s use of differently-abled individuals
10 (euphemistically described as “elves”) as slave labor in his toy
sweat shops at the North Pole. Also remember to check with
PETA to see if they need any volunteers for the Christmas Eve
raid to “liberate” abused reindeer at Santa’s facilities.
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